A comparative analysis of Uniqlo in Australia
Noah Jay Anderson

As put best by the company itself, Uniqlo has created a brand
situated in the industry of Fast Fashion. Although categorised this way,
Uniqlo has been able to become one of the most influential and critical
players in fashion as a whole. It has been able to successfully create
a brand that is synonymous with care, order, usability, tranquility and
survivability, all whilst remaining reasonably priced.
With 2068 stores in 21 countries and regions Uniqlo generates
approximately $23.6 billion (aud) in sales.
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Introduction
This report will highlight my own account, whilst also detailing other friends
and families experience with Uniqlo. It will detail my first thoughts, feelings and
reflections on the store supported by photographs.
I will then further utilise autoethnography to draw comparisons of Uniqlo to typical
Sydney stores that i have frequented throughout my time as a customer.
This report will be documented through photography and be accompanied by
journal entries.
All photos have been taken by myself from my trip to Japan earlier this year (2019)
and from my local Uniqlo store in Westfield Miranda, Sydney Australia.
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My Background
Being familiar and interested in clothing, art and
fashion for a long time now, i have been intrigued in my
own style, the brands around me and my attraction to
particular stores.
My first experiences of buying clothes with my own
money were at stores such as General Pants, Jay Jays
and Cotton On. I was interested intitially in these stores
and shopped there for few years. With influence from
my older brother and a couple of my friends, i slowly
became interested in brands such as Nike, Adidas and
Ksubi.
These brands are still prominent within my wardrobe,
but as i have slowly made the move to vintage
shopping at thrift stores and online, my perspective
and taste has shifted. My interest now lying in the
shape and silhouette of my clothes, fixated on skate
style with a love for good quality, long lasting apparel.
I live in Cronulla (in Sydney) and i have found it
interesting being surrounded by other Australians and
the difference in style, taste and choice. Whereas my
friend group and i are quite fashion conscious and
care about the brands we sport and the things we buy,
alternately there are an array of people aorund Cronulla
who all shop at the same shops and wear the same
shirts as one another. This is one of my pet hates of
fashion and although Uniqlo offers so much plain and
simply designed apparel, such that would intrigue that
demographic, it has remained a strong and integral
part of my wardrobe.
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Why Uniqlo?
Uniqlo offers such a variety of apparel that i could
easily have entire outifts made up of them. It has
rapidly taken a massive market share within Australia
and is a brand that is hard to ignore. With its recent
acquisition of Roger Federer, reaching a $300 million
endorsement deal and ending Federer’s 12 year
contract with Nike, Uniqlo has been able to breach
markets in all facets of fashion.
Uniqlo is known for its high quality, well-designed
pieces, with its technologically advanced collection
ranging from its famous Heattech (rivalling only
Goretex) to its breathable Airism line. All at a low cost
with guranteed longevity, the brand appeals to me
as someone who actively snowboards and relies on
Uniqlo’s Heattech undergarments for warmth and
usability.
I personally own an abundance of tees from their
collaborations with KAWS, Keith Haring and JeanMichel Basquiat. These collaborations being everpopular with the fashion-aware public, will often result
in round the corner lineups, mayhem and chaos. The
KAWS x Sesame Street collaboration is one of these
and i am lucky enough to own two of those tees.
It is interesting to reflect on this collaboration as i know that for the
Sydney city stores and stores in other countires, the mayhem for
these pieces were so extreme and hectic. In comparison to my
local store being was completely quiet - this being due to the asian
demographic of whom find Uniqlo most popular, not knowing of the
store and also not living as densely in the Sutherland Shire.

My favourite Uniqlo piece is my puffer vest that has
had so much use through this past winter that any
equivalent of the same price, would’ve perished long
ago.
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The Store
The store experience that Uniqlo offer, from searching
to selecting to purchasing, may just be the most orderly
and seemless of any store.
As i walk in i am immediately able to figure which side
is mens and which is womens. The stores are always
immaculate, well lit and extremely easy to navigate.
After asking my grandmother about her thoughts on
Uniqlo this is what she had to say:
“although they dont have enough sizes to cater to the
bigger people, the range is appropriate, it is seasonally
appropriate, well priced and useful in all climates”.
What i found most intriguing was that my grandmother mentioned
that when she first entered a Uniqlo store, she thought it typified
exactly what Japanese people were like i.e. orderly, thinking of
others, professional, relevant and technologically advanced. I noted
this as i also agree and had been something i had already thought
about.
In regards to the surrounding stores such as General Pants, Uniqlo
has been able to personify their heritage and intially mould their
brand on Japanese culture, then evolving it to suit the world market
whilst still remaining immaculate in presentation and operation.

As pictured, the store had signage everywhere. These
helped with navigation and would also go into quick
detail concering the clothing items, the materials, the
designers, the graphics and the technology.
In comparison to other stores, Uniqlo demonstrates transparency
and care for their customers. Not all customers will read the signage
but the ones that do are allowed an insight into the brand and its
operation, something i appreicate and is seldom seen within any
other stores.
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A Comparison - Uniqlo
On reflection, it is important to understand that the corporate philosophies of clothing
brands will differ in regards to goal, application and service.
I do consider this when comparing Uniqlo to other clothing stores though as they
both distribute the same products it is useful to make the comparison. This will help
to better understand what makes Uniqlo attractive to markets all over the globe, to
my family, my friends and myself.
•
•
•
•
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Easy to navigate, with signs, lights
and colours assisting the layout.
Affordable, with price tags and
signs easy to read and plentiful.
The staff tend to leave you to your
shopping but are immediately
available at your request.
The checkout process is quick,
streamlined, professional and even
during peak periods, remain well
managed with many counters and
quick line flow.

•
•

•
•

Quality is unmatched, appropriate
apparel for seasons, with out of
season clothing still being available.
Collaborations with artists,
designers and brands such as
KAWS and Star Wars ensure
that Uniqlo remains relevant and
popular.
Stores are always clean and tidy.
Shelves and stock are well ordered,
with an abundance of sizes and
variations in every shape and
colour.

A Comparison - General Pants
I am careful not to bad mouth General Pants too much as i do occasionally shop
there for specific brands such as Ksubi. I also acknowledge that the mass majority
of the Sydney caucasion demographic shop at stores such as General Pants and
Glue, this is seen at the music festivals that i frequent as too many people are
wearing the same button-ups from the same stores, but i digress.
•
•
•
•
•
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Well known for supplying popular
brands such as Ksubi, Lee,
Zanerobe and RVCA.
Music is usually playing, relevant to
the younger demographic.
Is heavily aimed at the younger
demographic exemplified by the
layout and aesthetic of the store.
Tend to have limited stock, in
reference to sizes and variations.
Store is usually quite messy, feeling
overcrowded.

•
•
•
•
•

The price is quite expensive with
shirts costing almost 3 times that of
a standard Uniqlo tee.
Employees are friendly, will
immediately see if you need help not desireable by all customers.
Quite difficult to naviagte.
Sales are frequent, these racks are
the only place post-season items
are available.
Purchasing items is standard
though during peak periods quite
lengthy.

It is a welcomed difference to see a store such as Uniqlo become so popular, so quickly, in so many countries.
Although its original market and skeleton is directed at the asian demographic, in particular the Japanese, it is
a store that i am extremely used to frequenting. It is a store that my family and friends also cannot recommend
enough and caters to almost everyone in regards to style, sizing, colour and fit.
After documenting my experience within Uniqlo Miranda, the entire time i was in the store i felt comfortable, well
looked after and the employees were more than happy for me to take photos.
Being an outsider to Fast Fashion and the asian style of clothing, i have found as my style has developed it has
brought me closer to other cultures, as each of their brands and philosophies tend to carry over and resinate with
customers, in particular myelf. Uniqlo holds a unique position that appeals to the masses, something that more
targeted stores such as General Pants cannot. I know i will continue to shop at Uniqlo as i respect it as a brand
and i enjoy wearing their clothes. It will be interesting to see if it begins to influence my area more than it currently
is, as i have seen how popular it has become throughout the Sydney city area and it is a safe prediction to say it
shall continously grow and expand.
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Thank you.

